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On October 26, 2015, Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. (“ISS”) issued key proposed changes to its 

policies, inviting all interested parties to provide comment.1  ISS will accept comments through November 9, 

2015 at 6 p.m. Eastern Time.  If adopted, ISS’s proposed policy changes will take effect for meetings 

occurring on or after February 1, 2016. 

ISS proposes three significant changes that will affect issuers subject to ISS’s U.S. proxy voting guidelines: 

1.  Director Overboarding 

ISS’s policy on director overboarding affects directors who sit on what ISS considers to be an “excessive 

number of boards.”  Under its current policy, ISS recommends a vote against or withhold from individual 

directors who: 

• sit on more than six public company boards; or 

• are CEOs of public companies and sit on the boards of more than two public companies besides their own. 

In the latter case, ISS issues its withhold vote recommendations only with respect to the CEOs’ outside 

directorships. 

ISS proposes to reduce the acceptable number of board positions under its policy.  For directors who are not 

CEOs, ISS is evaluating whether to lower the acceptable number of total public company boards on which 

they serve to a total of either five or four boards and is seeking comment regarding which is most 

appropriate.  ISS also proposes a limit of one outside public company directorship for any director 

who is also the CEO (in addition to any directorship on the board of the CEO’s own company).  ISS’s negative 

vote recommendation would still apply solely with regard to the CEO’s outside directorships. 

                                                        
1 Institutional Shareholder Services Inc., 2016 Benchmark Policy Consultation. 

http://www.issgovernance.com/policy-gateway/2016-benchmark-policy-consultation/
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In all cases, ISS proposes to give issuers a one-year grace period until 2017, during which time ISS would 

include cautionary language in its research reports but would not issue a negative vote recommendation 

simply by virtue of the fact that a director is considered overboarded under the revised policy. 

2. Unilateral Board Actions 

Under ISS’s current policy, adopted last year, ISS generally recommends a vote against or withhold from 

individual directors, committee members, or the entire board if the board unilaterally amends the company’s 

bylaws or charter “in a manner that materially diminishes shareholders’ rights or that could adversely impact 

shareholders,” taking several factors into account.  ISS proposes to update its policy to add that when a 

board unilaterally amends the company’s governing documents “to either classify the board or establish 

supermajority vote requirements in any period after completion of a company’s initial public offering (IPO),” 

ISS will generally issue adverse vote recommendations with regard to the director nominees until the 
unilateral action is either reversed or is ratified by a shareholder vote.  In addition, ISS proposes 

that when a board amends the company’s bylaws or charter prior to or in connection with the 
company’s IPO, “ISS will generally issue adverse vote recommendations for director nominees at 

subsequent annual meetings following completion of the initial public offering.” 

3. Compensation of Externally-Managed Issuers 

ISS explains that like most U.S. companies, externally-managed issuers (“EMIs”) are required to hold 

periodic say-on-pay votes, but that unlike most issuers, EMIs typically do not compensate their executives 

directly.  Executives of EMIs are generally compensated by the exernal manager, which is then reimbursed 

by the issuer through a management fee.  ISS notes that because EMIs “typically do not disclose with 

sufficient detail the compensation arrangements and payments made to executives on behalf of the external 

manager,” it becomes “impossible for shareholders to assess pay programs and their linkage to company 

performance.”  Additionally, according to ISS, payment of executives by an external manager “raises 

questions about potential conflicts of interest underpinning such compensation arrangements,” and without 

adequate disclosure, shareholders cannot ascertain whether the compensation arrangements create 

incentives that are in the best interest of shareholders. 

Accordingly, ISS proposes to update its pay-for-performance analysis policy with respect to EMIs whose 
compensation disclosure is insufficient to allow shareholders to make a comprehensive pay-for-

performance evaluation and assess potential conflicts of interest.  Under the proposed revised policy, “ISS 

would generally recommend ‘Against’ the say-on-pay proposal (or compensation committee members, the 

compensation committee chair, or the entire board, as appropriate, in the absense of a say-on-pay proposal 

on the ballot) in cases where a comprehensive pay analysis is impossible because the EMI provides 

insufficient disclosure about compensation practices and payments made to executives on the part of the 

external manager.” 
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The contents of this publication are for informational purposes only. Neither this publication nor the lawyers who authored 
it are rendering legal or other professional advice or opinions on specific facts or matters, nor does the distribution of this 
publication to any person constitute the establishment of an attorney-client relationship. Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP 
assumes no liability in connection with the use of this publication. Please contact your relationship partner if we can be of 
assistance regarding these important developments. The names and office locations of all of our partners, as well as our 
recent memoranda, can be obtained from our website, www.simpsonthacher.com. 
 

 

If you have any questions or would like additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Yafit Cohn 

at (212) 455-3815 or yafit.cohn@stblaw.com, or any other member of the Firm’s Public Company Advisory 

Practice. 

 

http://www.simpsonthacher.com/
http://www.stblaw.com/our-team/news/yafit-cohn
mailto:yafit.cohn@stblaw.com
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